
There ought to be more resistance to psychiatry because of what's so violently 
endorsed within society.
Abusers who violate patients at hospitals
get away with it by portraying abused individuals as monsters.
Rebels left the hateful faculty members dismembered with their own scalps 
protruding from their own nostrils.

Brutality was  inflicted upon me by those who tried to moralize with me while they 
tortured me, and stigmatized me as inherently wrong for surviving getting 
experimented on.
They retraumatize everyone they despise and they falsify medical records like 
insurance fraud would justify what they forcibly prescribed since I wouldn't be a 
pawn.

The alleged "independent fact checkers" were nowhere to be found when liars said 
there weren't any mental hospitals anymore.
The atrocities are even worse than before.
Torture is rampant in the name of psychiatrty in an apparently hateful, sanist and 
insanist society.

What they had done to me had been done to many before me, forcibly drugging me
and how the traumatized are depicted is scripted 

The critical reviews are shared and not a mass delusion, the sadists employed at 
psychiatric institutions are taught to lie about the patients who are ostracized.
I sacrificed a lot to condemn the corruption. and I made contributions

Richard Miller is a killer who forcibly drugs the prisoners at the Wheeler Clinic, 
where the unwilling test subjects are considered vermin.
The sadistic Dr. Miller forces drugs upon children to determine how they'll be 
harmed, including the tardive depression; forced to mutilate their arms.

The hatemongers who get easy paychecks at group homes are murderous, 
including those at Gilead Community Services.
The liar Justin Salvio hides evidence of violations.
Women flee from group homes rather than to them.
They flee from predators who make a killing by abusing them.

Dr. Jeffrey Shelton sends victims through a revolving door by committing them over 
and over so they get victimized more.
He pushes drugs to cause depression and anxiety.
I don't expect any better from psychiatry.

I survived the brutality of Micheal Balkinas in New Britain, Connecticut,



The fact I survived is exactly why he's regretting it.
The Community Mental Health Affiliates is a scam by neo-Nazi nitwits who prey 
upon the compassionate, the gentle and kind.
Dr. John Nazarian forciblt drugs to terrorize minds.


